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Abstract 
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Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 34 (1991) 291-304. 
Consider the following two-dimensional delay differential equation (DDE) 
= a,u(t)+ b,v(t - d,), 
v’(t)=azv(t)+bzu(t-d,), tat,, 
(0.1) 
with the initial conditions 
where ai, b, E C, d, > 0, and u,,(t), clO( t) are continuous and complex valued. The author gives the sufficient 
conditions for the asymptotic stability of equation (0.1). The numerical stabilities of the linear &method and the 
one-leg &method are investigated by analysing their stabilities behaviour in the solutions of (0.1). It is shown 
that the linear B-method is GP-stable if and only if f < 0 < 1 and that the one-leg e-method is GP-stable if and 
onlyif e=l. 
Keywork (6,, &)-stable, stable, P(S,, &)-stable, GP-stable. 
1. Intraduction 
This paper deals with the numerical solution of the initial-value problems 
u;(t) =A(& t+(t), u,(t - d,(t)),. * .P u,(t), u,(t - d,(f))), (1-l) 
for j = 1, 2,. . . , n, t > c,, with the initial conditions 
Uj(t) = ujCl(t>, 
Here t; = min(t - d,(t)), 
delay terms. 
min(t,*, t,)<t,(t,, j=l,2 )...) n. 
uio( t) are the initial functions and d,(t) 2 0, j = 1, 2,. . . , n, are the 
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When d(t) = d,(t) = -. . = d,( t ), the stability of numerical methods for (1.1) has previously 
been considered in [l-4,7-10] based on the following linear delay differential equation: 
i 
r’(t) = a_~@) f by(t - d), t>o, 
YW = s(t), 
O-2) 
where a, b E C, d > 0, and g(t) is a specified initial function. It is known that (see [1,2]), if g(t) 
is continuous and if 
Ibl < -Re(a), (l-3) 
the solution y(t) to (1.2) tends to zero as t + 00. 
In [2], Bat-well introduced the concepts of P-stability and GP-stability. 
Definition 1.1. A numerical method for DDEs is called P-stable if, for all coefficients a, b 
satisfying (1.3), the numerical solution y, of (1.2) at the mesh points t, = kh, k >, 0, satisfies 
Y/C ‘0, ask--+co, 
for every stepsize h such that h = d/m, where m is a positive integer. 
Definition 1.2. A numerical method for DDEs is called GP-stable if, under condition (1.3), 
_yk + 0, as k + 00 for every stepsize h > 0. 
Results on P-stability and GP-stability of various kinds of numerical methods have been given 
in [1,3,8,11]. The numerical stabilities of the &methods have been carefully studied in [3,8,10]. In 
[8,10], a general stability theorem was derived by using the principle of the argument. This 
theorem was proved to be successful in finding conditions for the characteristic polynomials of 
arbitrary high order (depending on the ratio d/h = m) to be Schur polynomials, which is the 
main difficulty in studying either the P-stability or the GP-stability properties of a numerical 
method for DDEs. This theorem was improved to be a more general form in [7]. 
It is the purpose of this paper to investigate the stability properties of the linear e-method and 
the one-leg &method for DDEs with respect to the following two-dimensional linear test 
problems, which can be viewed as a specific case of (1.1) with two different delay terms: 
i 
u’(t)=u,u(t)+b,u(t-d,), 
u’(t) = up(t) + b,u(t - d,), 
(1.4) 
for t > t, with initial functions 
( 
u(t) = u,(t), to-dd,<tao, 
u(t) = u,(t), to-d,<t<t,. 
In Section 2 sufficient conditions for the asymptotic stability of the test problems (1.4) are 
presented. In Section 3, the numerical stability of the linear &method is studied with the aid of 
the general stability theorem of Liu and Spijker [8]. It is shown that the linear e-method is 
GP-stable with respect to (1.4) if and only if 3 < 8 < 1. In Section 4, the numerical stability of the 
one-leg e-method is investigated. It will be proven that the one-leg &method is GP-stable if and 
only if 8 = 1. 
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2. Stability of systems of differential equations with several delay terms 
The characteristic equation (2.1) of a system of linear DDEs (1.4) is obtained from the 
equation by looking for nontrivial solutions of the form U(t) = esfC, where U(t) = (u(t), u(t))=, s 
is constant and C a two-dimensional constant vector (see [6]). Then (1.4) has a nontrivial 
solution es’C if and only if 
G(s) = det(Is -A - B eeD”) = 0, (2.1) 
where ePD” = diag(eedl”, e-d2S), 
A=(“’ J, Bjb* “1). 
The roots of (2.1) are called the characteristic roots of (1.4). 
Concerning the asymptotic stability of (1.4), we give the next definition. 
Definition 2.1. The DDE (1.4) is called asymptotic stable if, for any continuous initial functions 
u,(t), u,(t) and for any delay terms d,, d, > 0, the solution U(t) tends to zero as t approaches 
infinity. 
The following theorem plays a key role in finding the sufficient conditions for the asymptotic 
stability of (1.4). 
Theorem 2.2. For any delay terms d,, d, > 0, all continuous solutions of (1.4) approach zero as 
t j w if and on/y if all the roots of (2.1) have negative 
Concerning the linear DDEs (1.4), conditions for 
Definition 2.1 will be given in the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.3. If A and B satisfy 
Re(a,), Reta,) < 0, 
I V2 I < Reh) Reb,), 
real parts. 
the asymptotic stability in the sense of 
(2.2a) 
(2.2b) 
then for any d,, d, > 0, all the roots of equation (2.1) have negative real parts. 
Proof. Let b,b, = 1 b,b, (e’“, s = x + i y, d = d, + d,. Since the characteristic equation of (1.4) is 
G(s) =s2- (a, + u2)s + u1a2 - b,b, eeds = 0, (2.3) 
we have 
(x - Re(a,W - Re(a,)) - (v - Im(a,))(~ - Im(a,)) 
= 1 b,b, 1 exp( -dx) cos(+ - dy), 
(x -_&(a,))(~ - Im(a,)) + (x - Re(a,))(y - Im&)> 
= ) b,b, 1 exp( -dx) sin(+ - dy). 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
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Equations (2.4) and (2.5) can be viewed as a linear equation with respect to x - Re( a,) and 
y - Im( ai). We arrive at the following result by Cramer’s rule: 
x - Re( ui) = ,l!?Z’,, exp(-dx)[(x-Re(+)) cos(+-&) 
+(Y-Ida,)) sin(+-dy)]. 
By the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we have 
(x-Re(u,))cos(+-dy)+(y-Im(u,))sin(+-dy) 
<[(~-Re(u~))~+(y-Im(u~))~]~‘~= Is-u21. 
Therefore, we arrive at the following inequality: 
x- Re(u,) G I blb2 I ,s_u2l exp(-dx). 
Similarly, we may have 
I v2 I 
x-Wa2k ls_ua,I 
When x 2 0, by multiplying the 
I 0, I exp( -WY 
(2.6) 
exp( -dx). (2.7) 
above two inequalities, we obtain from 1 s - a, ) 1 s - u2 1 = 
I b,b, I < Re(u,) Re(a,) G (x - Re( u,))(x - Re( a,)) < I b,b, I exp( -dx) < I b,b, I. 
(2.8) 
This implies that if (2.2) is fulfilled, then for any d,, d, > 0, all the roots of (2.3) have negative 
real parts, and this completes the proof of this theorem. q 
This result can be generalised to a specific subclass of n-dimensional linear DDEs of (1.1). 
Consider the following system of n-dimensional linear differential equations with several delay 
terms: 
UJ(t)=UiUi(t) +bj~,+l_i(t-d,+l_j), (2.9) 
for t > t,, j = 1, 2,. . . , n with 
uj(t)=ujo(t), t,-dj<t<to, j=l,2 ,..., n, 
where uj, bj E C and uj,,( t), j = 1, 2,. . . , n, are initial functions. 
If n is even, say n = 2m, then the DDE (2.9) can be written as m separate systems of 
two-dimensional differential equations with two constant delay terms: 
i 
u;(t) =~juj(t) +bj~n+l_j(t-d,+l_j), 
U :+,-j(t) =a,+,-iUn+l-j(t) + bn+,-iUj(f-dj)’ 
(2.10) 
for j = 1, 2,. . . , m. 
If n is odd, say n = 2m + 1, then (2.9) can be regarded as (2.10) and 
u:+,(t) = a,+,u,+,(t) + bm+ium+& - d,+i). (2.11) 
We shall formulate sufficient conditions for the stability of (2.9) in the sense of Definition 2.1. 
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Theorem2.4. Letaj, bjEC, j=l,2 ,..., n. (i) Let n be even, say n = 2m. If 
Re(aj) ~0, j=l, 2 ,..., n, 
Ib,b,+,_,I <Re(aj) Re(a,+,-j), j=l,L...,m, 
then (2.9) is asymptotically stable. 
(ii) Let n be odd, say n = 2m + 1. If (2.12) holds and 
(2.12a) 
(2.12b) 
Reb,+J ( - I k+, I, 
then (2.9) is asymptotically stable. 
3. Numerical stability of the linear B-method 
(2.13) 
Recently many numerical methods for ODES have been applied to compute approximations 
US = (%, QS,. . - > u,,,)~ to the solution of the DDEs (l.l), U(t) = ( ul( t), u2( t), . . . , un( t))T at the 
gridpoints t = sh, where h > 0 denotes the stepsize and s = 1, 2,. . . . 
The following method, called the linear &method, was considered, e.g., in [3,7,8,10], for DDEs 
when d(t) = d,(t) = . 1 - = d,(t): 
‘j.s+ 1 =Uj,,+h8fi(t,+ (s+l)h> Ul,s+l, u;(t,+(s+l)h-d&,,+(s+l)h)),..., 
U n,s+l, z&+(s+l)h-d,(t,,+(s+l)h)) 
+h(l -e)r;(t,+sh, qS, u;(t,+sh-d,(t,+sh)) ,..., u,,,, 
u&+sh-d,(t,,+sh))), (3 *l) 
for s = 0, 1,. . . , j = 1, 2,. . . , n. Here 8 is a parameter with 0 < 8 < 1 specifying the method. 
ujO = ujo(to), u;(t) = ujo(t) for t G t,, and further u:(t) with t a t, is defined by piecewise 
linear interpolation, that is, 
t - kh - t, 
‘,“ct)= h 
t, + (k + 1)h - t 
‘j,k+l + h ‘j,k 9 (3.2) 
for kh<t<(k+l)h, k=O, 1, 2 ,... . 
Based on the test equation (1.2), the numerical stability of the linear B-method has been 
studied extensively, see, e.g., [3,7,8,10]. Moreover, a general stability theorem was derived in 
[7,8,W 
In this paper, we shall assess the numerical stability of the linear &method by analysing its 
stability behaviour in the numerical solution of the test problems (1.4). 
Applying (3.1) and (3.2) to (l-4), we arrive at the recurrence relations 
( 
U s+l = us + e[ %u,+, + %(Q4-,*+2 + (1 - GJ-,,+I)] 
1 
 (1 - 8)[ a,u, + bl(Q&n2+1  0 - G-m2)] 3 
V s+l = vs + e[ a,v,+,  &(4~,,,+~ + (1 - W,-m,+I)] 
+(I - e)[ a,v, + b2(4~s-,,+l + (1 - QL,)] . 
(3.3) 
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Here s >, M = max( mj), mi, j = 1, 2, are the smallest integers with d;‘h < mj, 8j = mj - 
djh-‘, aj E [0, l), iij = hai., bj = hbj, j = 1, 2. The values uj, uj, j = 0, 1, . . . , M, which are 
needed to start the numerical processes (3.3), are obtained from the initial functions uO( t) and 
uO( t) from the applications of (3.3) with s = 0, 1, 2,. . . , M - 1. 
If d, = d,, we note that a natural choice of h in (3.3) seems to be h = d,m-‘, and this implies 
that 6, = 8, = 0. But, in the general case, there is no such natural stepsize h when d, # d,. 
Therefore it is important to analyse the numerical stability of (3.3) for arbitrary 6,, 6, E [0, 1). 
We now introduce some new definitions of stability based on the systems of linear test 
problems (1.4), which, clearly, are generalisations of (1.2). Let 
A = ( a1 a2), B= ( b2 “), A=hA, B=hBEC2x2. 
-- 
Definition 3.1. Let s_1,j2 E [0, 1) and A, B E C2x2. Then a numerical method for DDEs is called 
( S,, g2)-stable at (A, B) if any application of the method to (1.4) yi+ds app_roximations us, us 
with u,, v, + 0, s -+ cc, whenever h, A, B, d,, d, are given with A = hA, B = hB, h = (mj - 
a,)-‘dj, j = 1, 2, and integers mj > 1, j = 1, 2. 
-- -- 
Definition 3.2. Let A, B E C2x2. Then a numerical method for DDEs is called stable at (A, B) -- 
if for all a,, 8, E [0, I), it is (6,, S,)-stable at (A, B). 
The definitions of (a,, S,)-stability and stability of a numerical method are slight generalisa- 
tions of the concepts of a-stability and stability introduced in [S]. 
Definition 3.3. Let a,, 8, E [0, 1). Then a numerical method for DDEs is said to be P(S,, 6,)~sta- -- 
ble if it is (a,, $,)-stable at every (A, B) satisfying (2.2). 
Definition 3.4. A numerical method for DDEs is said to be GP-stable if for all 6,, 8, E 10, l), it is 
P( S,, 6,)-stable. 
Clearly, the concepts of P( 6,, &,)-stability and GP-stability are the generalisations of P-stabil- 
ity and GP-stability considered in [l-3,8-11]. -- 
The subset of C2x2 X C2x2 consisting of all pairs (A, B) at which the method is (a,, $)-sta- 
ble or stable is called the (S,, a,)-stability region or the stability region. For the linear B-method 
we denote these sets by S,,, and S,. Then 
Sfl= n St&,. (3.4) 
0&6,,S,<l 
For given B, let 
-- -- 
S,( ii, A) = {(A, B) E C2x2 x C2x2: (A, B) E S,,A}, 
-- -- 
S,(B) = {(A, B) E C2x2 x C2x2: (A, B) E Se}; 
then 
S,(E) = n S,@, A), s,= u S,(B). 
0<6,,S,<l BEC2X2 
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In view of condition (2.2), we introduce the set H consisting of all pairs (A, B) satisfying 
Re(Z,), Re(C,) < 0, (3Sa) 
-- 
Ibib, < Re(Z,) Re(Z,). (3.5b) 
Then we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.5. (i) Let a,, 6, E [0, 1). A numerical method for DDEs is P( S,, i&)-stable if and on& if 
Hc S, *. (3.6) 
(ii) A numerical method for DDEs is GP-stable if and only if 
HcS,. (3.7) 
For arbitrary given integers m,, m,, the recurrence relation (3.3) reads a vector-valued linear 
difference equation. We make the usual assumption that this process generates a unique vector 
u s+l =(us+l’ u,+, )T. We obtain the characteristic matrix polynomial of (3.3) (see [5]) 
[(1-~~)z-(1+(1-~)~~]z~~-~(9z+l--~)(Az+I-A)diag(l, z~~-~~), 
(3.8) 
where A = diag( 6,, 8,). 
By a well-known property of Schur polynomials (see [5]), we have the next lemma. 
-- 
Lemma 3.6. Let 6,, 8, E [0, l), A, BE C2x2. The numerical method (3.1) is (a,, a,)-stable at -- 
(A, B) tfandonly ifth e c h aracteristic polynomial of (3.3) 
p,(z)=det[((l-6~)z-(I+(l-B)A~) diag(z”l, zmZ) 
-&ez + 1 - @(AZ + I- A)] (3.9) 
is a Schur polynomial for all m,, m2 >, 1. 
When m, = m2, [7] p rovided a necessary and sufficient condition in order that pM( z) is a 
Schur polynomial for m, >, 1. This condition can easily be generalised to meet the requirements 
when ml f m2. 
Denote by 
Q(z)=(M?~)z-(1+(1-8)a and P(z)=%(Bz+l-8)(Az+I-A). 
Let det( Q( z)) f 0 and N, > 0 be the smallest integer such that deg( p,,,,( z)) = deg(det( z”Q( z))). 
Denote by p(A) the spectral radius of any n X n matrix A. 
Theorem 3.7. Let N > No be a given integer. Then pM( z) is a Schur polynomial for all m,, m2 >, N 
if and only if 
the matrix Q(z) is invertible whenever (z 1 > 1 
and sup p(P(z)Q(z)-‘) < 1, 
]2l=l 
pM (z) # 0 whenever m,, m,>N, ]z( =l, p(P(z)Q(z)-‘)=l. 
(3.10a) 
(3 .lOb) 
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In this paper, the general stability theorem derived in [8] will be used to study the numerical 
stability of the linear e-method based on the test problems (1.4). 
Equation (3.9) can be written as 
Let 
PM(Z) = [(l - 8Z,)z - (1 + (1 - e>a,)][(1 - f3a,)z - (1+ (l- B)a*)]ZM’+m, 
-- 
- b,b,(8z + 1 - 19)2(s,z + 1 - S,)@,z + 1 - 6,). (3.11) 
q(z)= [(I-ea,)~-(i+(i-o)a,)][(i-ea2)z-(i+(i-e)a2)], 
p(z; a,, 8,) = b,b,(Bz + 1 - 8)2(6,z + 1 - S,)(S,z + 1 - 8,). 
Condition (3.10) may be simplified as (see [7,8]) in the next theorem. 
Theorem 3.8. pw(z), given by (3.11), is a Schurpolynomial for all m,, m2 > 1 if and only if 
1+(1-@a, <1 
1_8a, , i=l,L (3.12) 
I Ph 61, 4) I G I q(z) I, I4 = 1, (3.13) 
pM(z)#O, forallm,, m,>l, IzI =l. (3.14) 
Since 
IP(G k S2)l < Id413 Izl =I, (3.15) 
implies (3.13) and (3.14), it follows that (3.12) together with (3.15) is a sufficient condition in -- 
order that (A, B) E S,( 5, A), while (3.12) together with (3.13) is a necessary one. 
In order to visualise the (ai, Q-stability and stability sets of the linear B-method it is 
convenient to introduce, for given B and a,, S, E [0, l), the subsets of C 2x2 x C 2x2: 
-- 
V@(%, A) = {(A, B) ~~~~~~ C2x2: (3.12) and (3.15) hold}, 
-- 
W,(E, A) = {(A, B) E C2x2 X @2x2: (3.12) and (3.13) hold}. 
Then we have the following result. 
Theorem 3.9. L.-et 0 G 8 G 1, S,, 6, E [0, l), and z be given. Then 
I/,(& A) c S,(& A) c W,@, A) 
and 
V,@, 0) = V,@, A), S,@, 0) = StO), 
and therefore 
S,(B) = S,(B, 0). 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
Proof. Formula (3.16) is trivial. Now we assume (ai, S,) # 0. From the definition of p( z; S,, 6,) 
we have 
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with IS,.z + 1 - 6, ) 1 S,z + 1 - 6,I < 1, for 1 z 1 = 1 and z # 1; further 
p(1; 4, 6,) =p(l; O, 0). 
-- 
Let (A, B) E I$( B, 0). From the definition of V,( 5, 0), it follows that (3.12) holds and 
lPko,o)I<lq(z)l~ lzl=l. 
-- 
From (3.19) and (3.20), we obtain (A, B) E V@(B, A). Hence 
299 
(3.20) 
F$(ii, 0) c V,(%, A). 
-- 
Now let (A, B) E S,( B, 0). From the definition of S,( %, 0), it follows that (3.12) holds and 
lP(Z;~,,~,)I,<Ip(~~O,O)l~lq(z)l, lzl=l, 
-- 
hence (A, B) E W,( B, A). 
Suppose there exists a z. with I z. ( = 1 and pw(zo) = 0. From (3.11), (3.19) and (3.20) we 
obtain 
~(1-ea,)z,-(1+(1-8)a,)~~(1-ea2)zo-(1+(1-e)a,)~ 
=Ipb 0; 61, &>I = I~,~o+~-~,lI~,~,+~-~,lIP~~o;~,~~I 
< ~6,zo+1-S,(~6,zo+1-S,(~(1-Ba,)zo-(1+(1-e)a,)~ 
x I(1 - BZ,)z, - (1 + (1 - e)a,) I. 
Since (3.12) implies that 
l(l - eiqzo - (I + (I - s>a,) I ](I - eiQzo - (I + (1 - e)a,) 1 z 0, 
If%% + 1 - 4 I I 4 0 z + 1 - 8, / = 1, and consequently z. = 1 and 6, = 8, _= 0, This is a contradic- 
tion to the fact that when S, = 8, = 0, 1 is not a root of pM( z), since (A, B) E S,( 5, 0) implies 
that_ for all m,, m,, pw( z) is a Schur polynomial when 6, = 6, = 0. Therefore S,( 3, 0) c 
S,( B, A). And the proof is completed by 
S,(B) = n S,(& A). q 
O<S,,6,<1 
Now we introduce the following notations: 
P=(l-2e)-1, foref$, 
and the generalisation disk De defined by 
Do= {zEC: lz+pl q}, ifOG6<$, 
De= {zEC: Re(z) CO}, if e= i, 
De= (~~43: Iz+pI > -p}, if) <8<1. 
Let aD, denote the boundary of De. 
By noticing that the function w = (z - l)/(l - t9 + Bz) maps the unite disk in the z-plane onto 
the generalised disk De in the w-plane, we see that (3.13) and (3.15) are equivalent to (3.21) and 
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(3.22), respectively: 
-- 
~b,b,~~l+6,w(l-Bw)-‘~~l+6,w(l-ew)-’~ < Iw-Za,(Iw-Za,(, wEaD@, 
(3.21) 
~b,b,~~l+6,w(l-ew)-‘~~l+S,w(l-ew)-1~ < (W-Za,IIW-Z,I, wEx&. 
(3.22) 
Theorem 3.10. Let 0 G 0 G 1. Then the linear O-method is GP-stable if and only if : < 8 < 1. 
Proof. (i) 0 < 0 < 4. The general disk DO _is a circle lying in the left half-plane. Then there exist 
- 
a,, Z, E De with Re(Z,), Re(Z,) < 0 and b,, b2 E C such that (3.5) is fulfilled. Since Z,, Q2 E De, 
11 + (1 - B)Zi l/11 - B”J I a 1, j = 1, 2. This implies that H ct SO. From Lemma 3.5(n), we 
conclude that the linear d-method is not GP-stable. -- 
(ii) 0 = 5. Let 6,, 6, E [0, 1) be arbitrary given and (A, B) E H. Since 
from (3.5), we arrive at 
-- 
Ib,b,(Il+S,w(l-Bw)-‘IIl+S,w(l-Bw)-’1 
-- 
< Ib,b,l <Re(Z,) Re(a,)< Iw-Za,I(w-Za,I, WEEID@. 
This implies (3.15). -- 
Since (A, B) E H implies Re( El), Re( E2) < 0, 
1+‘ii. 
I 1 
2J (1, 
1- ‘a. 
j=l, 2. 
2 I 
Hence (3.12) is fulfilled. Therefore the GP-stability follows. 
4 < 8 < 1. The general disk DO is a circle lying in the right half-plane. The GP-stability of the 
linear &method can be obtained analogously. q 
4. Numerical stability of the one-leg &method 
Consider the following one-leg e-method: 
‘j,s+l =z+,+hj;(t,+(s+t’)h, u;(q,+(.s+e)h), 
u:(t,+(s+@)h-d,(t,+(s+B)h)),...,u,h(tO+(.s+O)h), 
u,h(t,,+(.s+O)h-d&+(s+e)h))), (4-l) 
for j=l,2 ,..., n, s=O, 1,2 ,..., here 0 is a parameter with 0 < 8 < 1 specifying the method, 
ujO = ujO( to), uj( t) = ujo( t) for t G t,, and the definition of u/h(t) is given by (3.2). 
Based on the test equation (1.2), the numerical stability of the one-leg &method has been 
studied in [8,10,11]. 
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Concerning the numerical stability of the one-leg B-method for DDEs based on the test 
problems (1.4) we apply (4.1) and (3.2) to (1.4): 
( 
u s+l = US + a,@,+, + (1 - e)%) ++VL-*+* + (1 - %>%J? 
(4.2) 
U s+l = us+ ~*h+* + 0 - +d +b2(v-,,+* + (1 - 4%J. 
Here s 2 N = max(r,), Gj = haj, 
mj, Sj = mj - djh-’ E [0, l), 
ij = hbj, j = 1, 2, mj are the smallest integers such that d;‘h < 
u,=e+a, and c=mj, ifO<6j<1-8, 
uj=e+s,-1 and rj=mi- 1, if l-e<6,.<1, 
for j = 1, 2. 
For given integers r,, rz, the recurrence relation (4.2) reads a vector-valued difference 
equation. We make the usual assumption that this process generates a unique vector U,,, = 
(U s+l’ u~+~)~. We obtain the characteristic matrix polynomial of (4.2) (see [5]): 
[(1-0~)r-(I+(l-t9)~~]zQ-B[Zz+I-8] diag(1, z~I-%), (4.3) 
where ,I? = diag( ur, az). 
-- 
Lemma 4.1. Let 6,, 6, E [0, l), A, B EQ=2x2. -- The numerical method (4.1) is (a,, &)-stable at 
(A, B) if and only if the characteristic polynomial of (4.2) 
pN(~)=det[((l-O~)z-(I+(l-B)A~)diag(z’l, z~J)-~(~z+I-~)] (4.4) 
is a Schur polynomial for all r,, r, >, 1. 
Let jj( 2; S,, 6,) = b,b,( ulz + 1 - ul)( u2z + 1 - u2). Then (4.4) can be written as 
pJz) =q(z)z1’+‘2+(z; a,, 6,). (4.5) 
Analogously to Theorem 3.8, we may establish the next theorem. 
Theorem 4.2. pN (z), given by (4.5), is a Schur polynomial for all r,, r, 2 1 if and only if 
l+(l-ek (1 I-eaj 2 j=l, 2, (4.6) 
Idk &>S,)l G l&)1, IZI =I, (4.7) 
pN(z)ZO, forallr,, r2>1, Iz( =l. (4.8) 
For the one-leg &method denote the (S,, &)-stability region and stability region by $4 and 
$,, respectively. Then 
s;, = n $,. 
0d~,,S2~1 
For given z E d=2x2 let 
-- -- 
.$(& A)= {(A, B)EQ=~~~XC~~~: (A, B)ES;),~}, 
-- -- 
$(B) = {(A, B) E C2x2 x C2x2: (A, B) E $,}. 
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Then 
$,(B)= n $(B, A), $= u $(7i). 
O-t6..8.<1 .-,,-i g”Ec2x2 
Since 
I&; 61, &)I < k?(z)L IZI =l, (4.9) 
implies (4.7) and (4.Q it follows that (4.6) together with (4.9) is a sufficient condition in order -- 
that (A, B) E-S&B, A), while (4.6) together with (4.7) is a necessary one. 
For given B E C2x2 and S,, 8, E [0, l), define 
-- 
v8(B, A) = {(A, B) E C2x2 x C2x2: (4.6) and (4.9) hold}, 
-- 
I&(B, A) = {(A, B) E C2x2 x C2x2: (4.6) and (4.7) hold}. 
The sets fO( B, I) and $( B, I) are defined by 
VJB, I) = C(B, O), $(B, I) = $(B, 0). 
Then we have the following result. 
Theorem 4.3. Let 0 G 8 G 1, 6,, 6, E [0, 1) and g be given. Then 
f@(B(B, A) c $,(B, A) c p8(B, A) 
and 
lq B, (1 - e)I) c rgz, A), ?qB, (1 - e)I) c g&i, A), 
and therefore 
S@(B) = $(B, (I - e)Q. 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
Proof. Formula (4.10) is trivial. Now we assume (a,, 8,) # (1 - 0, 1 - 8). Since 0 G uj < 1, j = 
1, 2, from the definition of jj( z; S,, 6,) we have 
I a? 43 62) I = I a,t+1-al~~uzz+1-u2~~~(z; 1-e,1-e)t, (4.13) 
with I ulz + 1 - ur I I u2z + 1 - a2 I < 1, for I z I = 1; further 
~(1; a,, 8,) =p(l; 1 - 8, i -e). (4.14) 
The first part of (4.11) can be proven analogously to the proof of Theorem 3.9. -- 
Now let (A, B) E $( B, (1 - fI)I). From the definition of $( 5, (1 - e)I), it follows that (4.6) 
holds and 
ie 4, s,ji G IP(Z; l-e,l-eji G idzjl, 14 =I. 
-- 
Hence (A, B) E F&(B, A). 
Suppose there exists a z0 with I z. I = 1 and pN(z,,) = 0. From (4.5), (4.13) and (4.14) we have 
l(l -&,jz,- ji+ji-8ja=,jllji-B~,jz,-ji+ji-Bj~-,jl 
= I&; a,, 8,) I = I~,~,+ i -ul II~,~,+ i -u2lj B(~,; i -8, i -e)l 
G I~,%+1--a,II~* 0 z +i-u211(i-ea,)zo-(i+(i-8)a,)~ 
x ~(i -ea2)zo-(i +(I -e)a,)l. 
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Since (4.6) implies that 
~(l-Ba,)z,-(l+(l-e)a,)~l(l-ea,)zO-(l+(l-e)~*)l #O, 
I ulzo + 1 - u1 I I a2zo + 1 - (J* I = 1, and consequently z0 = 1 and 6, = 8, = 1 - 8. This is a con- 
tradiction to the fact that when 8, = 8, = 1 -e, 1 is not a root of pN( z), since pN( z) is a Schur 
polynomial. Therefore $( ii, (1 - 8)1) c go< B, A). And the proof is completed by 
$(%) = n $(ii, A). 0 
o=s6,,62<1 
Theorem 4.4. Let 0 Q 0 < 1. Then the one-leg e-method is GP-stable if and only if 8 = 1. 
Proof. 0 < 8 < +. Analogously to the proof of Theorem 3.10, the one-leg &method is not 
GP-stable. 
8 = 4. There exist bJ > 2, Zj with Re( Zj) c - 14 I satisfying (3.5) but 
-- 
Ib,b,l >4= l~(z,+l)~,-(zo-l)~~~(z,+l)~,-(z,-l)l 
with z0 = - 1; this implies that (4.7) is not fulfilled. 
+ -C 8 -C 1 and 6, = 6, = 1 - 8. Formula (4.7) reads 
-- 
IbIwI~-~~12 < lw-a, llw-Z,l, WEit&. (4.15) 
Since De is a circle lying in the right half-plane, Re( w ) > 0 and I 1 - 8w I > 1, when 0 + w E aD0. 
Hencethereexistb,ECwithcj=(‘i;il((1-Bw~-1)-Re(w)~0, j=l,2.Let 
Re(Zj) = - lsjl - $ci, Im(Zj) =Im(w), j= 1,2. 
-- 
Then A, B satisfy (3.5), and 
-- 
Ib,b,lll -flwI 2> lw-Z,llw-ii,1 =(Re(w)+ lb,l+&i)(Re(w)+ lb21+3e2), 
this implies that (4.7) is not fulfilled. 
8 = 1 and 6, = 8, = 1 - 8. Formula (4.9) reads 
-- 
Ib,b2)j1-w12< Iw--~IIw--~I, w&D@. (4.16) 
-- 
Since 11 - w I = 1, Re( w) 2 0, w E aD,, (4.16) is fulfilled for all A, B satisfying (3.5) and (4.6) is 
also fulfilled since Re( Zj) -C 0. The proof is completed by Theorem 4.3. 0 
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